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We describe
the use of the SLAC linac
to drive a
unique,
powerful,
short wavelength
Linac Coherent
Light
Source
(LCLS).
Operating
as an FEL, lasing
would be
achieved
in a single pass of a high peak current
electron
beam through
a long undulator
by self-amplified
spontaneous emission
(SASE).
The main components
are a highbrightness
rf photocathode
electron
gun: pulse compressors" about
1 5 of thr SLAC" linac
and a long undulator
with a FODO
quadrupole
focussing
systern.
Using elrcTrons below 8 GeV. the system
would operate
at wavelengths
down tc, about
3 nra. producing
]_'10 GW peak
power in sub-ps pulses.
At a 120 Hz rate the average
power is ._1 W.

I. INTRODUCTION
Two recent developments
have opened the possibility
to
construct
linac-based
x-ray lasers operating
at short wavelengths,
down to 2 nm and eventually
as low as 0.-1 nra.
Thr first is the development
at Los Alamos and elsewhere,
of rf pho:ocathode
electron
low emittance
(3-4 mm-mrad

deliver
high
'
charg_-(,l
nC)electron
beams.
The second is the development at SLAC. as part of the SL(_' project,
of the tools and
understanding
associated
with the transport,
acceleration
and comprrssion
of electron
bunches
without
dilution
of

guns which
normalized

can now
emittance)

phase space density.
These developments
make it possible
to deliver electron
beams
with the required
phase space
density
to drive short wavelength
lasers.
The main compor_ents
of the short
wavelength
LCLS
we have studied
are (1) ahigh
brightness,
rfphotocathode
electron
gun, ("2) 7 sectors of linac, (3) beam transport
and
compress,-,r
systems,
(4)
beam
diagnostics
and
controls,
(5)
a long undulator
(50-75 m) (6) an enclosure
to house the
undulator,
(71) elrctron
beam dump.
(8) mirror
station,
beam line and two diagnostic
rxperinlental
(10)a
building
to house these stations.
to the existing
linac, an enclosure
to house
rxists at the end of the SI.AC linac.
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sumptions
about
startup
from noise.
We plan to do this
initially
at wavelengths
around
l0 nm or longer.
At these
wavelengths
certain
tolerances
are more manageable.
As
experience
is gained and lighter
tolerances
met, operation
down to about 3 nm can br expected,
still using electrons
below thr 10 GeV thai will be available
in the proposed
facilit,v. The characteristics
of the light produced
by the
LCI.S at 4 nm are projec:cd
to l_)r:
"
Peak Coherent
Power (G\V)
2 l0
Pulse 1Repetition
Rate (ttz)
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encl,:,sure for the LCLS undulator.
the FFTB
enclosure
would provide
Sciences
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fore important
to make detailed
comparisons
between
experiment
and theory,
for example
to verify the accuracy"
and wavelength
dependence
of simulation
codes and as-

Pulse Width
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Energy/pulse

After a slight upgrade.
adequale
shielding
for
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alternating
operation
of both facilities.
We propose an r&d facility aimed at the development
of
linac-driven,
short wavelength
x-ray lasers, and their scientific and technological
utihzation.
The first, laser would
start operation
at a wavelength
around
10 nm or longer
and then reach the3
nmregion.
With more extensive
r&d,
along with the use of higher energy electrons
and additional undulators,
and with in:provement
in the performance
of certain components
such as the rfphotocathode
gun, it
is expected
that the facility could achieve (with additional
funding)
a laser functioning
at even shorter
wavelengths,
possibly in the 0.1 nm region.
The LCLS photon bearns emerge into the SLAC research
yard, about
125 m from SSRL beam lines on St?EAR.
Thus, once the LCLS facility" is operational,
it is possible
to bring a beam from it and SPEAR
to the same sample
chamber,
for pump/'probe
experiments
for example.
The proposed
LCLS operates
on the principle
of the
FEL, but does not require an optical cavity which is difficult or impossible
to make at such short wavelengths.
Instead, x-ray laser operation
is achieved
by Self-AmplifiedSpontaneous-Emissicm
(SASEI
in a single pass of an dec'
tron beam through
_ ,50-60 in long undulator.
Although
SASE theory
is well developed,
there
is to
_
"
date. little experimental
data with which to compare
it,
since most FELs have used oscillator
cavities,
lt is there-

is the Final Focus Test Beam (FFTB}
housing
completed
in rarly 19,q:; for r&d associated
with final focus systems
for future
linear colliders.
There
is ample
room in this
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The average
values of brightness
and coherenl
power are
abou_ 3 orders of magnitude
greater
than projected
for .3rd
generation
light sources such as the ALS and the peak values are about 9 orders of magnitude
higher.
Photon
beains
with this extraordinaril.v
high brigt:ness,
coherence
and
peak power will make possible a wide ran_ze of experimental
studies
in many scientific
and technical
fields including
xra)" imaging of biologica.l specimens
in an,3 around
the "water window"
(including
producing
x-ray holograms
of live
biological
specimens
in a single sub-picosecond
pulse)" time
resolv_-d studies of condensed
matter
systems and chemical
reaction
dynamicsand non-linear
processes.
Because
the
properties
ofthis light source go many orders of magnitude
beyond that available
frorn any ot her source in operation
or
construction,
it is likely' that entirely
new scientific applications
will be opened
up. Exploratory
experiments
will
be carried
out on two diagnostic,:experimental
stations,
V_:ith two experimep.ts
able to receive pulses,
techniques
•
will be developed
for the rapid switching
of the beam, as
well as rapid chal,_;-_ , of beam parameters
such as wavelength and intensity
to meet different
experimental
needs.
An FY 1996 Short Form Construction
Project
Data Sheet
has been submitted
to DOE for this pro.jeer.
The total
estimated
cost is $29.45M.

S

Ex_ensive
numerical
studies
have been perf_)rlned
usin!._
(primarily)
the t"RED31) and Tl)A3I),:,,,]es.
In agreenlent
with simple nio,ieis, the simulations
pr,'dict
that the LCLS
can provide
in excess of 10 GW of peak pow,-r in a Stl},picosecond
pulst,.
"].'tit saturation
length
is about
60 ni
with strong
focusing
providt.d
throughotlt
the nn,:tuia_or,
The system gain. its optimization
and tolerant:,
to beam
parameter
changes,
wiggler errors and misaligninents
have
studio-al. !1._"
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1
Overview
The operating
parameters
chosen provide relative insensitivity
to bean_ current
and emit.tanc'e
fluctuations.
By
running
to saturation,
variations
in the output
radiation
due to changes
in the beam
parameters
are minimized.
The requireInents
on the uncorrelated
energy spread of the
beam are tight (< 0.04% rms) and are deterinined
primarily
by the d,esire to maintain
a narrow
bandwidth
and maximum gain. Energy
spreads
twice as large as specified
dc_,
not seriously
degrade
the (single frequency)
performance.
This. along with the high power (brightness)
of the optical
pulse, suggests
that filtering
could be used to narrow
the
line width.
According
to the simulations
(using a random
walk), the
wiggler field errors
required
are small (.:.0.2tJ_. rms) but
within state of the art.
Steering
and alignment
requirenients are also tight (30 pins rms), vet less stringent
than
required
for many future linear collider
designs.
III
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[holocathode
Gun
We have studied
the design of an rf photocathode
gun
which can produce
'he beam characteristics
r_.quired for
reliable operation
:of the LCLS. The ,tynamics
of the ph,toelectron beam have be_.n modell,:d
using both P.kRMEI.A,
and an axisymmetric
particle-in-cell
code. ITAC'A. These
simulations
sh,,w that. a one n('. 10 MeV electron
beam can
be produced
in a :I--1 .:'_. cell..... o b:5(; (;Hz structure,
which
has a pulse length of "2 psec and a normalized
rnls emittattoo of: >
, mm-mrad.
Tt,,: major challenge
in d_.s_gning this
s,-_urce concerns
reproducibility
of the bealn properties.
Iii
particular,
due to wake-fields
in the transport,
it is critical
thai lhr " jitter ill the total charge per pulse and the injection timing be minimized
2i. We believe that a solution
' " on choice of a rugged catht.o these problems
exists based
ode. material
and a commercial
diode-pumped
last: S\'SI
t__lll,

with

tintine

stabilizatic,

n :;.

B. Tr'u*_s!,c,rt..-t,',':t:ier'utToT_

_"-'(' ,mp_'_ *.,'tc,T:

The bunch produced
by rh,, I_.('L> f,hc, t,,-injector
must
be accelerated
and length compIessed
[:,,:ft,le' injecti,,n
into
the undulator.
In the piesent
s,:heme the bunch is accelcrated
flora lily MeV to a[,c,u_ 7 GeV usin¢ three linear

for
od
4)
=

the LCLS (water
window_
insertion
device
1! I)_:ri= 8 -m
2) peak fivld ampbtude
-- 0.S T: 3) K -- 6"
l.olal l-neth
:--: t;l_ ni 5, f,_,,:ussine }:,el.atron wavelength
6_, m. Design
w,Jrk has c-,ncentra_ed
on a pure per-

manent
magnel
un,tulator
s_ructure
with a superinlposed
focussing
(FODOt
fiold latlic,-' generated
by -t0 cm long
15 T m (tua,:trupoles
placed at q(cm intervals.
Tc, facil-

accelerators
separated
by two compressors:2..
The final
bunch length is about 0.17)5 mm (F\\'HM'I
(over a factor of
10 smaller
than that prc, duced by the photocathode
gun!
yielding a p,.ak C/ilreIll
of
250t.!
t(.,
;'_5(i()
A.
The final energy
_pread is less tllan (1.'2 '-_ (rms).
The choices, of energies
at which to cotnpless
are influenced by the need tc, 1) control longitudinal
wakefields for
energy spread mininnzation.
'2)minimizeemittancegrowth
from transverse
forces, and 3) reduce the effects of timephase.iitler
as well as beam intensity
jitter from the injector and in the compression
process,
Tile first conlpression
is performed
at 7(I MeV where the
bunch length is reduced from (.!.5 mm to 0.2 mm (rrns). The
second cc,nlpre_sion
is near "2 GeV and reduces the length
to at. out 0.0:3 mm (F\.'_'HM)
Tc, study
the development
of lonmtudinal
phase spact- in this process,
a computer
program
is used whici_ consi,.t,:rs the effects of k_n_itudinal
wakefields,
curvature
ofthe RF' waw:., and phase and intenshy .jitter. The s,:cond compressi,_,n
is made to deliberale]y over-compress
lh,: bunch len¢*h h,evc,nd the ().01i3 mu_
(rms) minimum.
This ov,er-,:ornpression
and acceleratic, n
from '2 tc, 7 GeV all Jws approximate
cancellation
of upstream errors with .J<,WnSlream errors,
thus providing
significantly
relaxed
_iniine . and intensi_v
.jitter
toloranc,es
,:)f
the in.iector and acceiera_or
RF. Bunch intensity
fluctuations up tc,--'2 "} and in,i_'ction phase jitter of roughly --0.5
degree can be toh:ra_ed'2.. . After the first compression
th_:
bunch length is still nearly gaussian,
but after the second
compression
the beam distribution
is more sharply" spiked
and has long tails,
-_. second set of parameters
for this length compression
scheme is being studied which would provide a distribution
that is more fiat topped.
Both distributions
produce
the
peak current
and energy spread
needed to satisfy the F'F.I.,
requirements,
The emittance
dilution
effects due to transverse
wake-

itate orbit and phase correction,
beam position
moni,ors
are spaced
ai 1.6 m intervals,
with corrector
coils localcd every a.'-' m. V_,:ork on a short prototype
section
is in
pTogr,.ss tc, help resolve s,..l,>c1,_d en_inv,'ring.
I/lagnet
t, ol-

fields,
RF deflections,
and dispersive
effects
have been
modeled
in the SLAC linac for this configuration
assureing 150 l*m ran,:lom misalignments
of the quadrupoles
and
BPMs.
300 pm ems random
misalignments
of the accelerating
structures,
and a random
transverse-longituctinal
coupling
of g_,_ -- "2 .,. 10 .4 for the Rt: deflections.
A
transverse
l-_earn jitter equal Io the rnts bt_.a_n size was also
assumed.
At a [)linch
1,-nglh of 21_(1t_n_ (rms), we find 25 ¢,_
emittance
growth along the linac. Emittance
grow, h after
the second COlnt)ressic, I_ is ne_li<ibl,- due to the short bunch,
......
length and small energy str,react.
An experin_ental
tttst, of lh,. s_:c,:,nd bunch compre_s,-,r
including
longitudinal
and tr,_nsv,'rse
eff,.-cts has bccn ,.t,:signed and is under consid,erati, m. 4
....
C. ['_dulatof.5.'
B&scd on :lD simulati,,ns
,)f a continuous
,,ingl,:-pass field
structure,
the following para_i,:ter
s.,.t has }.,,-n es_al,lish,:'d

[2 _ on tt_e SLAC Linac "" This conference-Mb26.
19q3.
. . K. Bane. T. Raubenb.eimer.
and J. Seeman.
"'Electron
Transport
of a Linac ('ot_er_-nt Light Source
(LCI.S)
using the SLAC Linac." This conf,:renc,:
-Jblg,
19!i3.
i:?,_ J. Ro.',-_nzweig. J. Sniolin.
G. Jackson.
and T. Nicol,
"'D_-sign of a High Duty Cycle. Asy/nmetric
Eml, rance
RF Photoca_h,:_de
Injectc,r for I.in_ar (',-,llider Applicatic, ns..." This conference
- Mag. 1'Orig.
141 lR Hol_zapple
and J Set-_an.
".q'h, rt Bunch
l.,.u,,qh
- _
•
....
.,
and I.ow Emi_ _ance Test A rea lsine _h,- .ql.A(' Lin:,c.
lThis confl.rence
- 3L,:;;'5, 1!'!'3.
!5 l(. Tatc}lvn. T. ]_ovcr.. K }lalbach.
lt.-l). N_:hn. ,l Sv,t....
"
_an.
H. \Vinick.
and ('. Pdl,.grini
"'l),'sivn
Considerati,ans
for a 6(t Mt_ter Par,. I:'er_an,:nt
.Magn,-t l.'n-dula*or
f,:,r the SLAC Linac
(',.,h,.r,.nt
I.igl_t Source
(L('I.S)
"' "I'hi:_ c,:,nfi:_renc, ' - NIhS'-'. 1 k!t!::;
[ii I_. Tatchyn
and P. t'ianetta.
"X-Ray
P,,.a'n I.in-, an,t
Beam Line ('c,n_p,,n,.n_s
for rho SI. AC I.inac ('hoher,:nt
Light S, urcc ([.CI.S,
" This c ,nf,'r,.'n,'.- - MI)2:'. lt!!)3.

erance,

and

field

measurement

issues.

D. Be'am LTnes _" Ezt_( rT,_cntal
qiat_or_s 'G
Due to the extreme
brevity
and
peak
intensity
,of
tile LCLS output
radiation,
special
en_phasis
has, been
placed on the design of th_. beam lint' system.
To minimize the likelihood
of sustaining
damage
at the expected
]0 i_- W/cre-"
normal-incidence
p,-,wer densities,
a deflection scheme
utilizing
solid-state
mirrors
at grazing
ineldence has ]:)cen dee,doped
_0..
. Furthermore.
the necessity
of maintaining
high reflectivity
t.o av,.,id peak-power
damag,.- leads _the
need folanultra-hi_h
vacuum environment
wit.h provisic, ns f<)r in si_ cleaning ofall the r-flecting
surfaces. To t'xploit
the diffraction-limited
source size ,:,f the
LCLS. the use of a sin_pl,- menochromater
confieuration
utilizing
a single gra_ing in a conical diffraction
geometry.
with ti_e source as th_. effecti;_" entrance
slit. is under consideration.
l\'.
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